Direct phasing of one-wavelength anomalous-scattering data of the protein core streptavidin.
The direct method [Fan, Hao, Gu, Qian, Zheng & Ke (1990). Acta Cryst. A46, 935-939] was used to break the phase ambiguity intrinsic to one-wavelength anomalous scattering data from a known protein of moderate size, core streptavidin, which was solved originally with three-wavelength anomalous diffraction data [Hendrickson, Pähler, Smith, Satow, Merritt & Phizackerley (1989). Proc. Natl Acad. Sci. USA, 86, 2190-2194]. Unlike that in the previous test with a small protein, the Fourier map calculated with the direct-method phases could not clearly reveal the moderate-sized protein structure. However, the phases can be improved step by step using Wang's solvent-flattening method, non-crystallographic symmetry averaging and the skeletonization method. The final electron-density map clearly shows most Calpha positions and some side chains and it is traceable without prior knowledge of the structure. It is concluded that the direct method is capable of breaking the OAS phase ambiguity of a moderate-sized protein at moderate resolution such as 3 A, while the combination of direct methods with macromolecular techniques may produce phases good enough for unknown protein structure to be traced.